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Trail Name:  
Adobe Peak via Forest Service Road 274 (TH Elev. 8973’) to Forest Service Road 336 (Elev. 9663’) to Adobe 

Peak (Elev. 10188’), out and back.  Reference the Hardscrabble Mountain USGS topographic map.   Note, 

this hike is not on an identified  Forest Service trail, and therefore does not have a trail number designation. 

Trail Location: 
From downtown Westcliffe, CO, drive east on CO Hwy 96 for 11 miles to CR 271. Turn left and travel 

approximately 5.6 miles to CR 274.  Turn right on CR 274 and go 1.0 miles to a parking area at the USFS gate, 

at the San Isabel National Forest boundary.  The gate is open from Memorial Day through summer and into 

early fall; it is closed during winter and spring because of snow and mud. 

Trail Summary: 
This trail summary describes a route that takes one to the summit of Adobe Peak and then backtracks to 

where one began.  It begins and ends at the USFS gate on CR 274 (the road becomes FSR 274 at this point).  

Accessibility:  When the gate is open, one can drive a 2wd vehicle the entire way to the base of Adobe Peak, 

but this trail summary describes walking the route by foot in warmer months or by snowshoe/cross country 

skis in snowy months.  The trail is accessible via foot/horse/mountain bike/ATV/motorcycle in warmer 

months.  To minimize encounters with vehicles, hike/ride midweek or during the off-season. 

Trail Length and Type:  8.5 miles total, in and out 

 

Vertical Gain and Steepness:  1425’ gain, 95% E, 5% M 

 

Surface/Terrain:  95% E, 5% M.  The hike takes place on the gravel roads (FSR 274 and 336), all the way to 

the base of the Adobe Peak summit.  This last 0.25 miles is steep but grass covered, with no clearly 

established trail to the top. 

  

Key:  
Vertical Gain/Steepness:  E=Easy, 0’ to 400’ gain per mile 

   M=Moderate, 400’ to 800’ gain per mile 

   D=Difficult, 800’ to 1200’ gain per mile 

   X=Extreme, 1200’ + gain per mile 

Surface/Terrain:  E=Easy, mostly sand, dirt or pine needle covered on established trail 

   M=Moderate, small rocks and roots present on established trail 

   D=Difficult, loose and rocky on established trail 

   X=Extreme, very loose, with large rocks  and possibly scrambling required.  Trail  

         may not be established or easily recognizable 
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Trail Experience: 
This is an easy, excellent conditioning hike in any season. The two roads provide good footing in warmer 

months,  and a clearly defined route when there’s snow on the ground. The elevation gain is less than 400’ 

per mile on average, but it is steep enough to challenge legs that aren’t yet in shape.  Moreover, there are 

beautiful views to the west, east, and north that await the patient adventurer along the way. 

From the FS gate, FSR 274 begins with a moderate incline east alongside Willow Creek.  At about 1 mile, the 

road makes a hairpin curve to the north, leaving the creek.  (This is the last true water source along the trail, 

so fill up if need be before you go further.). The road takes you up out of the drainage into an increasingly 

open space, offering your first views of the northern Sangre de Cristos and the Saguache Range to the 

northwest.  At 1.95 miles, having risen 690’, you will come to FSR 336.  In “mud season,” or when there is 

still substantial snow on FSR 336, there may be a sign that prohibits any motorized traffic on FSR 336. If you 

are on foot and have the appropriate equipment you may continue on.  Turn right at the intersection. 

FSR 336 climbs at a modest incline for just over a mile. On a slight decline that follows, the forest opens up 

for a wonderful broadside panorama of the Sangres to the west.  The road ascends through more forest and 

at last opens up at the 4 mile mark (from the gate) in a high meadow, where FSR 315 comes in from the 

east.  Look to your left, and you will see the grassy summit of Adobe Peak (topped by a transponder with 

solar panels) 0.25 miles away.  There is no clear trail up to it, but it is worth the few minutes to walk up and 

get views of the Sangres, Saguache, and Pikes Peak, to say nothing of the high plains to the east.  It’s a great 

place for lunch and sharing stories! 

To complete your hike/ride, backtrack the way you came.  If you are a hiker walking at a modest pace, this 

trail can be completed in 3-4 hours.  

 

(map on next page) 
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Map – Adobe Peak (FRS # 274, 336)  

 

 

 

 

The Legal Stuff:  The information contained in these trail summaries is intended to be a supplement to the typical 

tools and references used by people who are well prepared to venture into the mountains.  Always carry a map 

specific to the area you are exploring.  Failure to have the necessary experience, physical conditioning, and supplies 

or equipment can result in injury or death.  Trails For All provides no warranties, either express or implied, that the 

information provided in our published Trail Summaries is 100% accurate or reliable. By using any information 

provided, you agree to absolve Trails For All from any responsibility for damage or other liability arising from the use 

of Trails For All Trail Summaries. 

 


